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ABSTRACT
Energy transfer in ion-temperature-gradient-driven (ITG) turbulence and its role in modeling transport are examined for ﬁnite normalized
plasma pressure b for a number of test cases and experimental discharges. The analysis shows that like the zero-b case, ﬁnite-b ITG
turbulence saturates by nonlinear energy transfer to stable modes mediated by a zonal ﬂow. Electromagnetic effects reliably increase stable
mode amplitudes but affect heat ﬂuxes only at the 5% level. The most important change with increased b is an increase in the correlation
time of the triplet interaction of the unstable mode, stable mode, and zonal ﬂow, thus providing a heightened nonlinear energy transfer
efﬁciency, which allows the instability to saturate at lower amplitude. The heat ﬂux is examined in connection with nonlinear
electromagnetic stabilization, the phenomenon where the ﬂux falloff with b is more pronounced than the falloff predicted by quasilinear
transport models. The inclusion of the triplet correlation time in the quasilinear model captures most of the nonlinearly enhanced
stabilization for the conﬁgurations studied here.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5096252

I. INTRODUCTION
The turbulence driven in magnetized plasmas under conditions
required for fusion has long been recognized as an impediment to
fusion energy production. The turbulent ﬂuxes that limit conﬁnement
are typically associated with a saturated turbulent state whose properties are established by the combination of the physics of instability,
nonlinear energy transfer, and energy sinks.1 While the physics of
instability has been investigated extensively,2 the other two aspects
have received less attention. As a means of exposing all three aspects of
saturation, we consider ion temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence3 at
ﬁnite b ¼ 8pne0 Te0 =B20 , with ne0, Te0, and B0 as the equilibrium values
of electron density, temperature, and magnetic ﬁeld. While high b is
important because it favors fusion gain and high bootstrap current, our
interest stems primarily from the observation that increasing b in ITG
turbulence reduces the heat ﬂux by an amount that signiﬁcantly outpaces the reduction of the linear growth rate.4–6 As such, this phenomenon exposes physics associated with nonlinear transfer and energy
sinks which is not directly tied to the growth rate of the instability.
The causes of this phenomenon, which we refer to as nonlinear
electromagnetic stabilization, have proved elusive and are investigated
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here in gyrokinetic simulations of ITG turbulence. Consistent with
previous electrostatic results,7,8 we ﬁnd that the dominant energy
transfer process at ﬁnite b involves the direct coupling of the unstable
eigenmode to a zonal ﬂow and stable eigenmodes in the unstable
wavenumber range. Here, stable modes refer to damped eigenmodes,
which exist at every perpendicular wavenumber of the spectrum, and
coexist with the instability in the unstable wavenumber range.
We investigate whether stable mode physics is responsible for nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization in a number of experimental scenarios, expanding on a previous study based on a standard parameter set.9
We employ several complementary approaches, including the characterization of the saturated state and nonlinear transfer using energy transfer diagnostics and turbulence measures that quantify the role of stable
modes, the examination of stable mode effects on the heat ﬂux for the b
range of nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization, and testing modiﬁcations to the quasilinear heat ﬂux which incorporate the most effectual
stable mode effect, which arises from the turbulent decorrelation of the
triplet interaction of the ITG mode, the zonal ﬂow, and stable modes.
In the dominant energy transfer process, the zonal-ﬂow intermediary between unstable and stable modes acts as a catalyst, as it absorbs
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and dissipates very little of the transferred energy. The modes linked
by energy transfer satisfy the wavenumber condition k ¼ k 0 þ k00 ,
which enables energy to move to higher k simultaneously as it goes
from unstable to stable modes. The net result is a forward transfer process that is highly dissipated by stable modes and loses a large fraction
of its energy by the time the upper limit of the unstable range is
reached. Consequently, the saturation process tends to be conﬁned to
the unstable range of wavenumbers and has no well separated inertial
range. Zonal-ﬂow-catalyzed energy transfer represents one transfer
channel among many but dominates in ITG turbulence simulations7,8,10 and in an analytic calculation under an ordered expansion
that is consistent with simulation parameters.1
Energy transfer has previously been quantitatively analyzed and
characterized in zero-b nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations.8,11 Here, we
examine additional turbulence and transport measures that quantify
stable-mode effects at ﬁnite b. Transfer characterization provides
insights into saturation and the role of zonal ﬂows in catalyzing transfer to stable modes, but it alone does not reveal an obvious mechanism
for nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization.
To identify such a mechanism, characteristic turbulence properties were measured to quantify stable-mode effects on saturation and
transport as b is varied. These include measures of the energy injection
rate, which is modiﬁed by stable modes, the fraction of turbulent ﬂuctuation energy in stable modes, the nonlinear cross phase of the heatﬂux correlation, and the correlation time of the three-wave interactions that dominate saturation. While stable mode effects were present
and generally non-negligible in all of these measures, none with the
exception of the correlation time showed sufﬁcient variations with b
to account for nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization. These measurements are presented here for a reference equilibrium conﬁguration
called the modiﬁed Cyclone Base Case (mCBC), in which ITG is the
only instability at these temperature gradients,5 and for equilibrium
reconstructions of discharges in JET and ASDEX Upgrade (AUG).
Three-wave correlation times are a critical factor in nonlinear
transfer rates and therefore in the levels of turbulence and transport.12,13 The three-wave correlation time of zonal-ﬂow-catalyzed
transfer appears in formulas for ﬂuctuation levels and transport ﬂuxes
from analytic saturation theory,1 but it is not explicitly included in
quasilinear estimates of turbulent transport. To quantitatively measure
the magnitude of its effect on transport, we compare the nonlinear
ﬂux to quasilinear estimates with and without the correlation time correction. Such comparisons probe saturation physics that is not directly
tied to the linear growth rate.14
Because quasilinear models are reduced models, they can fail,
which provides an opportunity to better understand saturation physics. Nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization is a situation where quasilinear theory fails. The quasilinear heat ﬂux falls off with b primarily
because the growth rate falls off. The true heat ﬂux, however, falls off
more rapidly. In the mCBC, matched at b ¼ 0%, the quasilinear ﬂux is
greater than the true ﬂux by an order of magnitude at b ¼ 0.75%.
We calculate a sequence of quasilinear estimates with components whose dependence on b are measured independently. These
include the effect of the mode structure on the perpendicular wavenumber; a quantity called the quasilinear weight, which is a measure
of the transport cross phase; and the triplet correlation time of the
dominant three-wave interaction for energy transfer. The latter, which
quantiﬁes the efﬁciency of energy transfer, includes physics speciﬁc to
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saturation by energy transfer to stable modes. Of these measures, the
growth rate and the triplet correlation time produce the largest modiﬁcation of the quasilinear ﬂux.
The quasilinear estimates are calculated for the mCBC equilibrium,5 a quasi-axisymmetric stellarator parameter case (QA),15 a discharge from ASDEX Upgrade (AUG),16 a discharge from Alcator
CMOD,17 and two discharges from JET.18,19 The modeling of JET discharges includes electromagnetic effects and fast ions, which are included
separately and jointly because of their differing effects on the ﬂux.
Depending on the parameter case, the model with the triplet correlation
time predicts 50%–100% of the nonlinearly enhanced stabilization.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II is divided into subsections, with Sec. II A providing details of the parameter cases for the
various discharges under study, Sec. II B deﬁning the measures of
energy transfer, saturation physics, and transport, Sec. II C describing
the results that characterize the role of stable modes on saturation, and
Sec. II D describing the results that characterize the role of stable
modes on transport. Section III examines the quasilinear transport
models, comparing the true ﬂux to quasilinear estimates with and
without the triplet-correlation-time modiﬁcation. Conclusions are
given in Sec. IV.
II. STABLE-MODE EFFECTS ON SATURATION AND
TRANSPORT
A number of tools are introduced in this section which allow for
a deep analysis of saturation physics active in ITG turbulence.
Speciﬁcally, they are motivated by three considerations: (1) to quantify
the energetics of saturation and characterize the role of stable modes at
ﬁnite b, (2) to quantify the effect of stable modes on the turbulent heat
ﬂux, and (3) to examine whether any of the measures provide an
explanation for nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization with an eye on
how quasilinear models may be modiﬁed to account for the relevant
physics.
First, a number of test cases are introduced on which subsequent
analyses are based; they include standard benchmark scenarios and
speciﬁc discharges. All corresponding simulations were performed
with the gyrokinetic code GENE.20,21
A. Test cases
As indicated in the introduction, we examine a variety of test
cases, including the mCBC, a quasi-axisymmetric stellarator equilibrium (QA), and equilibria that model discharges from AUG, JET, and
CMOD. Some of these cases are used to explore the saturation physics
described in this section and the others in the analysis of quasilinear
ﬂux estimates described in Sec. III. At this point, we provide the details
of these test cases.
Selected simulation parameters for the test cases are provided in
tables. Further information is provided on a case-by-case basis in
the following paragraphs. Provided in Table I are the radial and
binormal box sizes, written as Lx and Ly; the spatial resolutions in the
radial, binormal, and parallel directions, written as nx, nky, and nz;
and the parallel velocity and magnetic moment resolutions, written as
nv and nl. The geometry type, safety factor q0, magnetic shear
^s ¼ ðr0 =q0 Þ=ðdq=drÞ, where r0 is the minor radius of the ﬂux surface
of interest, aMHD ¼ q2R(db/dr), and inverse aspect ratio e ¼ r/R are
provided in Table II. The low and high b values, normalized gradients
of ion temperature xTi ¼ ðR0 =Ti0 ÞðdTi0 =dxÞ, electron temperature
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TABLE I. Box size and resolutions for the parameter cases.

Case
mCBC
AUG
JET 75225
JET 73224
QA
CMOD

TABLE III. Electron b values and normalized gradients for the parameter cases.

Lx

Ly

nx

nky

nz

nv

nl

Case

150.7
97.3
280.7
175.3
182
120

125.7
133.8
125.7
125.7
62.8
125.6

128
256
256
192
128
256

16
48
32
48
24
24

24
32
32
24
128
32

48
32
48
32
48
32

8
16
12
8
8
16

mCBC
AUG
JET 75225
JET 73224
QA
CMOD

xTe ¼ ðR0 =Te0 ÞðdTe0 =dxÞ, and electron density xne ¼ ðR0 =
ne0 Þðdne0 =dxÞ, where R0 is the major radius and x is the radial coordinate, are given in Table III. Some of these cases have multiple ion species, in which case the dominant species is reported in the table and
detailed information is given in the individual description, as well as in
the references.
The mCBC scan is a simpliﬁed test case using ^s -a geometry, as in
Ref. 5. This case isolates the effects of b on ITG, as it is the only unstable mode at these parameters.
The AUG b scan uses geometry and proﬁle data from a reconstruction of AUG shot 29197, with the same parameters as in Ref. 16.
Experimentally, this case corresponds to a b scan where an attempt
was made to vary b with other normalized parameters unchanged.
Unlike the mCBC, this case has realistic geometry, impurity species,
and collisions. In addition to ITG modes, it is also unstable to microtearing (MT) modes. As stable modes are ultimately driven by unstable modes, competing unstable eigenmodes could be expected to
involve different saturation physics than the cases with a single unstable eigenmode per k. The MT mode is shown to have minimal effect
for the present case in Sec. II D.
Fast ions stabilize ITG22 and must be included for accurate simulations of some JET discharges. The JET runs used here are from shot
73224, which was part of an investigation of ion proﬁle stiffness with
plasma rotation and low magnetic shear,23 and shot 75225, which is
from an improved-conﬁnement regime.24 Each case has been used
previously to study fast-ion effects in JET discharges.18,19 Shot 73224 is
a special case, in that the stabilization is dominated by the fast ion contribution, and has been studied elsewhere.25 For the purpose of these
studies, the two JET scenarios, which differ strongly by their shear values, are split into four cases by using each combination of high/low b
TABLE II. Geometry type and geometric coefﬁcients for the parameter cases.
Additional miller parameters are left out for brevity. Miller parameters for the JET
cases are given in Refs. 18 and 19, while for the CMOD case, they are given in the
text.

Case
mCBC
AUG
JET 75225
JET 73224
QA
CMOD

Geometry

q0

^s

aMHD

e

^s  a
Tracer
Miller
Miller
Gist
Miller

1.4
1.48
1.14
1.74
1.8
1.166

0.796
1.31
0.159
0.523
0.549
1.133

0
0
0.62
0.39
…
0.128

0.18
0.191
0.116
0.121
0.16
0.19
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Low b (%)

High b (%)

xTi

xTe

xne

0.01
0.81
0.001
0.001
0.05
0.01

0.75
1.5
1.75
0.33
1
1.3

8
5.76
8.1
11.1
3
8.42

0
5.76
4.23
6.96
1
6.04

1
0.61
2.94
1.31
1
0.82

with/without fast ions. Two modiﬁcations are made relative to the
experimental scenarios. First, external vEB shearing is ignored; as per
Refs. 18 and 19, for the relevant scenarios with electromagnetic stabilization, the impact of E  B shear on the ﬂuxes is negligible.
Circumstantially, this suggests that the various aspects of nonlinear
saturation studied in the present work are unaffected by background
shear, although future studies could be undertaken to verify this
hypothesis. Second, when fast ions are removed, the main ion densities
and their gradients were changed to preserve ambipolarity.
The QA case affords the opportunity to test quasilinear models
in a 3D geometry, which affects the mode structure and in turn mode
coupling. Quasi-axisymmetry refers to a family of quasi-symmetric
stellarator conﬁgurations in which a (m ¼
6 0, n ¼ 0) mode dominates
the equilibrium magnetic spectrum, where m and n are the poloidal
and toroidal mode numbers, respectively. In this case, m ¼ 1, n ¼ 0.26
The speciﬁc QA conﬁguration used is the baseline NCSX geometry.15,27 The NCSX equilibrium has a total normalized plasma pressure
b  4%, three ﬁeld periods, and a mean magnetic ﬁeld hBi  1:6 T.
We also tested quasilinear models using a parameter case based on
an Alcator CMOD run. This discharge was part of a CMOD experiment
to test ITER-like scenarios at relevant bN ¼ 1.8 and Greenwald fraction
fGW > 0.5 with dominant electron heating and low torque (via ion
cyclotron resonance heating).28 To attain higher b values, this discharge
had a background ﬁeld of 2.7 T, which is half the usual value for
CMOD. The original simulation work17 was motivated as validation
with ITER-like parameters. Using Miller geometry and GENE units, the
geometry factors are as follows: major radius R0/a ¼ 3.163, minor radius
r0/a ¼ 0.6, elongation j ¼ 1.35, triangularity d ¼ 0.156, squareness
f ¼ 0.011, and their shears, respectively: sj ¼ 0.104, sd ¼ 0.206, and
sf ¼ 0.03. The major radius shift of the ﬂux surface was dr/
dR ¼ 0.151, and q ¼ qref/Lref ¼ 0.005. The Miller geometry quantities
are deﬁned in Ref. 29. These runs had 3 species, deuterium (xn ¼ 0.26,
xT ¼ 2.66, T0 ¼ 0.99, and n0 ¼ 0.91), boron (xn ¼ 0.26, xT ¼ 2.64,
T0 ¼ 0.99, and n0 ¼ 0.005), and electrons (xn ¼ 0.26, xT ¼ 1.91, T0 ¼ 1,
and n0 ¼ 1). The collision frequency (see Ref. 30) was  c ¼ 0.002.
B. Diagnostics and measures
Here, we deﬁne the diagnostics and measures used to quantify
the role of stable modes in saturation and transport in Secs. II C and
II D. We introduce these quantities in an order dictated by their deﬁnitions, whereas their order in Secs. II C and II D will be dictated by
physics. These measures are related to the nonlinear distribution function and the transfer of energy; in particular, the triplet correlation
time governing energy transfer from unstable to stable modes will be
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key in predicting ﬂuxes as detailed in Sec. III. The reader familiar with
these diagnostics can skip to Sec. II C where actual measurements are
given.
The right hand side of the gyrokinetic Vlasov equation can be
split into linear terms, which are the sources of free energy, sinks of
free energy, and the energy-conserving advective nonlinearity associated with ﬂuctuating vEB ﬂow.11 The latter transfers energy within
wavenumber triplets k; k 0 , and k00 ¼ k  k 0 . The linear terms do not
couple different ks, except through the parallel boundary condition
that arises from ﬁnite magnetic shear. This couples k ¼ (kx, ky), to (kx
6 cky, ky), where c is a constant that depends on ^s . This reduces the
number of linearly uncoupled modes. We specify a wavenumber and
its parallel connections by writing the nonadiabatic distribution function of species j in the ballooning representation31 as gjk ðh; vk ; lÞ
instead of gjk ðz; vk ; lÞ. The lowest jkx j in the connected extent is the
one used here to reference the wavevector k of the mode. The linear
operator can be decomposed into eigenmodes, which can include several unstable and ⲏ 104 stable modes. Stable modes are nonlinearly
excited in the unstable wavenumber range and affect the turbulence by
modifying energetics and transport.32–34
1. Turbulence projections

The energy injection rate and transport ﬂuxes depend on the turbulent distribution function, which has contributions from unstable
and stable eigenmodes. One expects stable mode effects to be stronger
if stable modes make up more of the turbulent distribution function,
which motivates the measurements of their amplitudes in the turbulence. The amplitude of an eigenmode can be found by projecting the
turbulent distribution function onto that eigenmode. To avoid full
eigenmode decompositions of the linear operator, which are more
computationally expensive than nonlinear runs, we measure only the
unstable mode fraction P(gNL, gITG). This quantity is a fraction because
the ﬂuctuation amplitude is normalized by the amplitude of the turbulent distribution function. In the case with only one unstable eigenmode per wavenumber, the stable mode fraction is then given by
1  P(gNL, gITG). The time-averaged unstable mode fraction can be
calculated using
ð
ð
jhgNL ðh; vk ; l; tÞ  gITG ðh; vk ; lÞij .
dt; (1)
PðgNL ; gITG Þ ¼
dt
kgNL kkgITG k
where gITG and gNL refer to the nonadiabatic wavenumber-dependent
2q
 k of the ITG eigenmode and
distribution function gjk ¼ fjk þ mj vjTj vk A
the nonlinear state, respectively. The quantities qj and mj are the
charge and mass for species j, and the bar denotes the gyroaverage.
The parallel velocity and magnetic potential are vk and Ak respectively,
while the thermal velocity of species j is vTj ¼ (2Tj0/mj)1/2. The operation hi refers to the inner product, weighted by the Jacobian in the z
direction, and kf k refers to the norm of f. Given these deﬁnitions, the
unstable mode fraction P(gNL, gITG) can take on values between 0 and
1, with 0 meaning that the distribution function at the wavenumber in
question is orthogonal to the ITG mode structure and is perfectly
described by a sum of stable eigenmodes (when there is only one
unstable eigenmode). For P(gNL, gITG) ¼ 1, the turbulence is perfectly
described by the ITG eigenmode.
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For cases where the distribution function is not stored for a large
number of time steps throughout the quasi-stationary state, a proxy
ð
ð
jhUNL ðh; tÞ  UITG ðhÞij .
dt
(2)
dt
PðUNL ; UITG Þ ¼
kUNL kkUITG k
can be used, whose similarity to P(gNL, gITG) will be shown in Sec. II D.
Here, U is the electrostatic potential for either the turbulent state
or the linearly unstable eigenmode. Consequently, P(UNL, UITG) is
also relevant to ﬂuxes. For the mCBC parameter scan, we calculate
both and compare; for the AUG and JET cases, we calculate only
P(UNL, UITG).
Because eigenmodes span multiple kx at a given ky, it is proper to
measure the unstable mode fraction for the full connected extent. As
the linear and nonlinear simulations have different kx resolutions, the
smaller resolution is used for both, truncating if necessary. The ITG
mode structure is strongly peaked around the outboard midplane, so
this causes only minor differences.
2. Energy injection rate

In a steady state, the nonlinear energy transfer rate balances the
energy injection and dissipation rates. These quantities are derived
from the ﬂuctuation energy,34 which can be calculated from the nonadiabatic distribution function gjk as
"ð
#


X
nj0 Tj0
qj Fj0
E¼
<e
gjk þ
v
gjk dvdh ;
(3)
Fj0
Tj0 k
k;j
 k  vTj vk A
 k;k are the background distribution
where Fj0 and vk ¼ U
function and modiﬁed potential for species j, respectively. This quantity is often referred to as entropy;11,35 we use the term “energy” in a
general sense familiar from hydrodynamic turbulence as a quadratic
quantity whose transfer in wavenumber space is conservative.
The rate of change of energy at a wavenumber is given by the
sum of energy injection/dissipation by the nonconservative terms
@Ek =@tjNC and of energy transfer by the nonlinear term @Ek =@tjNL .
The terms that do not conserve energy are

ð

X
@Ek 

¼
2<e pnj0 Tj0 v iky Cjk vk dhdv
@t NC
j
ð

þ2<e pnj0 Tj0 v Cjk Cj ðfjk Þdhdv ;
(4)
where v ¼ xnj þ xTj ðvk2 þ lB0  3=2Þ; Cjk ¼ gjk þ qj F0j =T0j vjk , Cj
represents dissipative operators such as collisions or hyperdiffusion,
and “NC” denotes nonconservative processes. The ﬁrst term on the
RHS, which is the drive term, incorporates coupling with the background gradients and is the source of energy injection. The second
term is the dissipation rate. Stable modes can remove energy from the
turbulence through both terms. Energy removal by the drive term is
possible because Cjk vk can be negative. Stable modes are naturally
associated with a decrease in the energy injection rate, but because the
eigenmodes in plasmas are generally nonorthogonal, stable modes can
enhance the energy injection rate relative to linear growth rates by
affecting the phase relation.13 The latter situation is similar to nonlinear instability,36 where ﬁnite-amplitude-induced energy injection sustains turbulence without a linear instability.
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In the eigenmode decomposition, gjk and vjk are expanded on the
basis of the eigenmodes of the linear gyrokinetic operator.37 Linear
energy production and dissipation at any wavenumber are then given
by contributions from individual modes 2cl jbl j2 , where cl and jbl j are
the growth rate and amplitude of the lth eigenmode. Because of nonorthogonality, there are also cross terms Clm hbl bm i, where Clm is a constant depending on the eigenmode structure. Calculating energy
production in this way is inconvenient because it requires full eigenmode decompositions.
We assess the net effect of stable modes on the energy injection/
dissipation rate at wavenumber k by measuring the effective growth
rate

1 @Ek 
(5)
ceff ¼
2Ek @t NC
and comparing it with the linear ITG growth rate ck. In the absence of
stable-mode excitation, these quantities are equal. Stable modes
decrease ceff relative to c through the terms cl jbl j2 . Eigenmode cross
terms Clm hbl bm i can increase or decrease ceff relative to c.
3. Energy transfer rate

The nonlinear contributions to the rate of change of energy at a
wavenumber are given by the sum of couplings to different k0 , that is

X
@Ek 
¼
Tk;k0 ;
(6)

@t NL
k0
where the contribution from individual nonlinear couplings is8
(

X ð nj0 Tj0 
qj Fj0
0
Tk;k ¼ 2<e
gjk þ
vjk ðk0x ky  kx k0y Þ
Fj0
Tj0
j
)
i
1h
0
0
0
0
 vjk ðk Þgj ðk  k Þ  vjk ðk  k Þgj ðk Þ dzdv :
2
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example, the zonal ﬂow at (kZF, 0) couples (kx, ky) and its connections
(kx  cky, ky) and (kx þ cky, ky) to (kx  kZF, ky) and its connections
(kx  cky  kZF, ky) and (kx þ cky  kZF, ky). To simplify, the results
for nonlinear energy transfer are presented for individual wavenumbers instead of using the entire linearly connected extent. We note that
energy transfer measurements involve a bispectrum, which takes longer to converge than spectral quantities; the simulations described in
Sec. II C required 1000 a/cs, where cs is the sound speed.
4. Transport cross phase (quasilinear weight)

The
spectral
ﬂux is Qes
i
Ð
Ð 2  density of the ion heat
es
¼ <e½ iky Uk v fik dvdz. It can be written as Qi ¼ wk hU2 i, where
wk includes the cross phase of Uk fik and a ratio of amplitudes.14 The
transport normalized to the ﬂuctuating electrostatic potential
2
wk ¼ Qes
i =hU i

(8)

is referred to here as the transport weight. This quantity can be evaluated for a single eigenmode, written here as wLIN
k , or in the turbulent
state, written as wNL
k . In either case, the ﬂux and potential are measured along the entire linearly connected extent.
The nonlinear heat ﬂux is constructed from the nonlinearly
evolving U and gi. Analogous to energy dissipation by stable modes in
2
ceff, stable-mode contributions to wNL
k arising from jbl j produce a
38
pinch effect that can be signiﬁcant. Contributions from hbl bm i terms
do not have a deﬁnite sign and can contribute either to outward or
inward transport.
5. Triplet correlation time

(7)

This quantity, referred to as the energy transfer rate, measures
the nonlinear transfer of total (kinetic and ﬁeld) energy to the mode k
due to the triplet interaction of this mode with k0 and k00 . Thus, it provides essential information about the saturation physics. While fourdimensional due to the k, k 0 dependence, the following investigations
specify which wavevectors are ﬁxed for a given analysis.
Transfer to speciﬁc linear eigenmodes at k can be calculated by
substituting the appropriate eigenmode components for gjk and vjk.
Eigenmode amplitudes are computed during nonlinear simulations by
projecting the nonlinear state onto a speciﬁed eigenmode. In this case,
with only one unstable eigenmode, energy transfer to the combined stable eigenmodes can be calculated by taking the difference between the
total energy transfer and transfer to the unstable mode. In cases with
multiple unstable eigenmodes, nonorthogonality causes this method to
miscalculate the total transfer to unstable eigenmodes, so the energy
transfer which is counted multiple times must be subtracted.
Linearly connected modes (described in Sec. II B) complicate the
analysis of the energy transfer rate. The distance of connections in
Fourier space is cky, where c is a constant depending on ^s , so only
energy transfer to different kx at the same ky couples connected wavenumbers without mixing different unconnected wavenumbers. For
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The triplet correlation time directly contributes to the amplitude
of Qes
i absent from the projections and the transport weight. Consider
the three-wave ﬂuctuation products that govern energy transfer in Eq.
(7), namely, gj ðkÞ vj ðk0 Þgj ðk  k0 Þ and vj ðkÞ vj ðk0 Þgj ðk  k0 Þ. The
sign of these products is tied to their complex phase and varies
between positive and negative values on short time scales. The instantaneous transfer goes intermittently in either the direction of wavenumber space and into or out of both unstable and stable modes.
Transfer consistently follows a path from sources to sinks only when
averaged over many turbulent correlation times. Thus, the average
transfer is governed by the time averages hgj ðkÞ vj ðk0 Þgj ðk  k0 Þi and
hvj ðkÞ vj ðk0 Þgj ðk  k0 Þi, which are sensitive to the duration for which
these correlations persist, i.e., the correlation time sk;k0 of the triplet
interaction. This time is given by
sk;k0 ¼ 

i
;
^ kk0 þ x
^ k0  x
^ k
x

(9)

^ k is the complex nonlinear frequency at k, which includes
where x
both linear and nonlinear components. Here, the hat is used to distinguish nonlinear from linear frequencies. Average energy transfer rates
Tk;k0 are proportional to sk;k0 , and the indices indicate the same for
both quantities: transfer to perpendicular wavevector k due to the nonlinear triplet interaction with k0 and k00 . Thus, a large number of different sk;k0 can be computed for a given system; for the present work,
however, the focus lies on interactions where k0 is a zonal mode,
restricting the analysis.
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Equation (9) is derived in closure theory,13 which shows that saturation levels and transport ﬂuxes are inversely proportional to sk;k0 .
We sketch a derivation of sk;k0 and its role in saturation by considering
a generic triplet h/k /k0 /k00 i, where / is a quantity in a ﬂuid model
with an advective nonlinearity, and a simple representation of the linear and nonlinear evolution is
X
/_ k þ ixk /k ¼
Ck;k0 /k0 /k00 :
(10)
k0

Here, Ck;k0 is a nonlinear coupling coefﬁcient and k00 ¼ k  k0 . The
time evolution of the triplet correlation is constructed from the equations for /_ k ; /_ k0 , and /_ k00 , yielding
@h/k /k0 /k00 i
þ i xkk0 þ xk0  xk h/k /k0 /k00 i / h/4 i:
@t

(11)

This expression is part of a moment hierarchy that is closed at third
order in statistical closure theory.39,40 The closure assumes quasiGaussian statistics to (essentially) write h/4 i ¼ 3h/2 ih/2 i. Part of the
closed nonlinearity renormalizes the frequencies with an amplitudedependent component. When the amplitude-dependent component is
^ k for the frequency. In the steady state, Eq. (11)
included, we write x
becomes
ð/Þ
^ kk0 þ x
^ k0  x
^ k
Tk;k0 ¼ h/k /k0 /k00 i  x

1

h/2 ih/2 i;

(12)

ð/Þ

where Tk;k0 represents the nonlinear transfer of /2. The energy balance
ð/Þ

implies that injection (ch/2 i) balances transfer (Tk;k0  h/k /k0 /k00 i),
ð/Þ

2
2
2
^ kk0 þ x
^ k0  x
^ k 1 3Ck;k
from which ch/2 i  Tk;k0  ½x
0 h/ ih/ i, or

h/2 i 

c
2 :
3sk;k0 Ck;k
0

(13)

In this simple illustration, transfer scales directly and ﬂuctuation levels
inversely with sk;k0 , a result that holds generally for saturation by quadratic nonlinearities.1,13
Changes to transport associated with the effective growth rate ceff
and the transport weight wk can be related to Eq. (13). The derivation
assumed the energy injection rate to go as  c/2, when in reality the
effect of stable modes would reduce it to ceff/2. The actual transport
would be given by the transport weight wk [Eq. (8)] times the ﬂuctuation levels, so ceff and wk will each have a multiplicative effect on the
ﬂux.
^ k is derived in closure theory13 and
The nonlinear component of x
is also measurable in simulation. Such measurements are based on the
response to a small perturbation,42 but in practice they can be represented by the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function of / at a
given wavenumber.41 A common assumption is that the Fouriertransformed autocorrelation function can be ﬁtted by a Lorentzian whose
^ k  and whose width is =m½x
^ k . In prinpeak is the real frequency <e½x
ciple, other ﬂuid moments or even eigenmode amplitudes could be used
instead of / for calculating the autocorrelation function. sk;k0 exists for
every set of coupled eigenmodes. For a two-ﬁeld ﬂuid model of toroidal
ITG, the single triplet corresponding to zonal-ﬂow-catalyzed transfer
between the unstable and stable modes dominates transfer, allowing simpliﬁcation to a single sk;k0 .1 The number of stable modes in gyrokinetic
models (ⲏ104 ) prevents this from being directly applied to gyrokinetics.
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To include the physics stemming from sk;k0 in quasilinear transport models, this quantity should be constructed from information
obtainable through linear simulations alone. This implies using linear
^ which is justiﬁed by compariproxies for the nonlinear frequencies x,
sons of frequency broadening in nonlinear simulations with linear
growth rates.43 One proxy uses the complex linear frequency of the
^ k , sets the zonal-ﬂow frequency x
^ k0 ¼ 0, and subunstable mode for x
stitutes the complex frequency of the unstable mode at k  k0 for
^ kk0 , so that
x

sLIN
k;k0 ¼ i xkk0  xk

1

:

(14)

k 0 for the zonal ﬂow should be chosen as the wavenumber responsible
for the most energy transfer, which motivates the energy transfer measurements in Sec. II C.
A variety of improvements to this linear proxy are conceivable
but are not tested here, such as a nonlinear correction to linear frequencies as done with eddy damping rates.44,45 A second possibility
would seek to include a more realistic zonal-ﬂow damping rate and
frequency. A third improvement sums over different eigenmodes for
the mode at k  k0 ; however, this may not be practical due to the large
number of stable modes and the cost of computing them, as well as
the possibility of a continuum of stable modes close to resonance
where s ! 1. Nonlinear resonance broadening could be expected to
prevent the latter possibility.
C. Stable-mode effects on finite-b saturation
Deploying the various measures deﬁned above, we study how linearly stable eigenmodes affect the saturation of the unstable ITG mode
by acting as an energy sink at large scales. Analyses of ITG turbulence
saturation by stable modes have been carried out for zero-b scenarios.1,7,8,10,11 There, it was shown that the instability is saturated by
three-wave interactions between low-k unstable modes, low-k stable
modes, and zonal ﬂows, where the latter act as a catalytic intermediary
that absorbs and dissipates very little energy. This picture emerges
from the quasi-stationary analysis of the energy transfer rate Tk;k0 .
Here, we analyze Tk;k0 for ﬁnite b, showing that zonal-ﬂow-catalyzed
transfer to stable modes continues to dominate saturation.
The full behavior of Tk;k0 does not lend itself to simple graphical
representations because it is a function of the four independent components of k and k0 . Previous analyses decomposing Tk;k0 into stable and
unstable components focused on the wavenumber cascade by evaluating
Tk;k0 for a single ky and a sequence of kx values coupled to each other by
one prominent spectral component k0x of the zonal ﬂow. These results
show that energy injected by the instability at kx ¼ 0 is carried to successively smaller scales, but the amount transferred decreases strongly with
kx because energy is removed from the cascade by the stable modes (see,
for example, Fig. 1 of Ref. 9). The energy remaining at kx ¼ 0.6 is typically of order 10%. By contrast, stable modes do not receive signiﬁcant
energy for cascades in an inertial range.
Here, we examine complementary aspects of the energy transfer
rate and focus on ﬁnite b. Figure 1 shows energy transfer to k ¼ (kx,
ky), given by the position on the graph, from a single k0 ¼ ð0:0; 0:1Þ,
corresponding to the unstable ITG mode. Red signiﬁes energy transferred to and blue signiﬁes energy out of k. As the nonlinearity is
energy-conserving within triplets, the sum of values on the graph is
balanced by transfer from or to k 0 and k  k0 . As each k coupling to
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FIG. 1. Energy transfer rate Tk;k 0 to k (given by the position within the graph) from
the interaction of the ITG-unstable wavenumber k0 qs ¼ ð0; 0:1Þ (marked in black;
there, the value of Tk;k 0 is zero because k  k0 ¼ 0) and k00 ¼ k  k. Panel (a)
corresponds to the instantaneous energy transfer rate, while panel (b) shows the
time-averaged results. For each kx, in the plot, data are averaged over both the
respective positive and negative kx modes.

k 0 is shown, the sum of the values on this graph gives the net nonlinear
energy transfer rate, which is balanced on time average by the energy
production. The plot is for b ¼ 0.5%, but the bispectra are very similar
at each b value, when accounting for the impact of b on the overall
turbulent amplitudes. Figure 1(a) shows transfer at an arbitrary time,
while Fig. 1(b) shows time-averaged transfer. Note that only the region
in (kx, ky) space having appreciable energy transfer is plotted.
Numerical resolutions used in the simulations included higher
wavenumbers.
Triplet interactions involving the zonal ﬂow are a subset of points
in the (kx, ky) plane, corresponding to the horizontal band at kyqs ¼ 0.1
(where the zonal ﬂow wavenumber is k  k 0 ) and ky ¼ 0 (where the
zonal ﬂow is k). Points outside of these bands represent transfers
where none of k; k 0 or k  k 0 are zonal ﬂows. Instantaneously, zonal
ﬂows are the preferred energy transfer channel, but there is nonnegligible transfer into and out of nonzonal k0 . Time-averaged energy
transfer rates have a somewhat smaller contribution from nonzonal
wavenumbers—99% of the energy transfer involves zonal ﬂows, and
it is transferred out of (0.0, 0.1) into higher kx. The prominent band at
ky ¼ 0.1 and the lighter, less extended band at ky ¼ 0 represent transfer
catalyzed by zonal ﬂows and transfer to zonal ﬂows, respectively. In
both ﬁgures, there is a distinct reduction of the transfer rate as k
increases, demonstrating that transfer is localized in k-space to wavenumbers well within the unstable range. Most transfer occurs within
jkx j < 0:15, justifying the choices of the zonal wavenumber in previous cascade analyses.8,9,37 Note, too, that the region of local transfer is
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well within the range of strong attenuation by stable modes, as determined by the cascade analyses.
Because the dominant energy transfer channel involves zonal
ﬂows, we measure energy transfer to a zonal ﬂow at a characteristic kx.
Unlike secondary instability analyses,46,47 this type of measurement
typiﬁes the energetics maintaining zonal ﬂows in the quasi-stationary
state. Figure 2 shows energy transfer to/from (red/blue) the zonal
wavevector k ¼ (0.084, 0) by coupling with k 0 and k  k 0 for b ¼ 0.5%.
From Eq. (3),48 the energy E is composed of terms proportional to f 2/
F0, U2, and A2k . Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the f 2/F0 and U2 components, the latter being responsible for the ﬂow. Terms with A2k are
much smaller than those with U2 and not shown. Transfer to f 2/F0 is
comparable to transfer to U2 at b ¼ 0.5%. This contrasts with the
b ¼ 0% case, where the transfer of f 2/F0 is an order of magnitude
larger. However, in all cases, the transfers of both components of zonal
energy combined are at least an order of magnitude smaller than
transfers from unstable to stable modes through the zonal ﬂow. Recent
experimental observations also show that energy transfer to zonal
ﬂows is too weak to saturate the instability,49 contradicting an earlier
claim that zonal ﬂows help saturate the instability by absorbing and
dissipating its energy.50 Figure 2 shows that above k0y  0:2, there is
energy transfer out of the zonal f 2/F0. This is not prominent with the
U2 energy term; hence, this behavior does not suggest that tertiary
instability saturates the zonal ﬂow.
The disparate magnitudes of transfer in Figs. 1 and 2 are not
related to the triplet correlation time because it is identical for all three

FIG. 2. Time-averaged energy transfer rate Tk;k 0 to kqs ¼ (0.084, 0.0) (marked in
black; there, the value of Tk;k 0 is zero because k  k0 ¼ 0), from the interaction of
k0 , given by the position within the graph, and k00 ¼ k  k0 . Panel (a) corresponds
to the transfer of the energy term proportional to f2/F0, while panel (b) shows the
transfer of the energy term proportional to U2. Note that unlike the data shown in
Fig. 1, the transfer is presented here as a function of ðkx0 ; ky0 Þ.
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modes in a coupled triplet. However, it is not unusual for energy transfer from one of the three coupled modes to be split unequally between
the other two modes. In this case, a ﬂuid model shows that the coupling coefﬁcient in the zonal ﬂow equation is smaller than the coefﬁcients in either the unstable or stable eigenmode equations by the
small factor k2.1 This factor arises from the nonlinearity of vorticity
advective relative to pressure advection.
To examine the role played by stable modes, we split energy
u
s
u
transfer into two components, Tk;k0 ¼ Tk;k
0 þ Tk;k0 . To calculate Tk;k0 ,
gjk and vjk of Eq. (7) are replaced by the structure and phase of the
unstable eigenmode obtained from projections of the nonlinear state
s
onto the eigenmode. The quantity Tk;k
0 is the remaining portion of
Tk;k0 giving energy transfer to stable modes. Figure 3 shows transfer
into the wavevector k ¼ (kZF, 0.15) from the interaction with the
unstable wavevector at (0, 0.15) and the zonal wavevector (kZF, 0) for
b ¼ 0.5%. Energy to the unstable component at kZF ¼ 0.04 is negative
and logically must be balanced by other nonlinear couplings, as no linear energy input exists at ky ¼ 0. Energy transfer within the unstable
branch decays rapidly with k00x . At kZF ¼ 0.08, there is energy transfer
“out of stable modes,” implying that other nonlinear couplings drive
those modes or increased energy production due to stable mode nonorthogonality.51 Energy transfer to stable modes above k00x  0:15 is
relatively constant and larger than transfer to the unstable branch.
Note that even if the unstable branch were to receive more energy, stable-mode-caused attrition would lead to a depletion affecting the standard cascade picture.
In the eigenmode basis, nonlinear energy transfer to the lth eigenmode at k is given by <e½cðk; k0 ; k00 ; l; m; nÞbk;l bk0 ;m bk00 ;n , where bk,l
is the complex amplitude of the lth eigenmode at k and
cðk; k0 ; k00 ; l; m; nÞ is a complex coupling coefﬁcient given by the mode
structures and nonlinearity (see Ref. 13 for nonlinearities in the eigenmode basis). We evaluate an approximation of this coupling coefﬁcient for zonal ﬂow catalyzed energy transfer along the unstable
branch and refer to the quantity as MðgkITG ; gkITG
00 Þ. Further justiﬁcation
is given in the Appendix. Higher MðgkITG ; gkITG
00 Þ would lead to more
energy transfer to the unstable mode, with all other things being equal.
MðgkITG ; gkITG
00 Þ ranges between 0, where there can be no mode coupling
along the unstable branch and all energy transfer must be to stable
modes, and 1, where the mode structures are exactly those of the ITG
instability and coupling to the unstable mode is maximally efﬁcient.

FIG. 3. Energy transfer to (kx, ky) ¼ (kZF, 0.15), from k0 ¼ ð0; 0:15Þ and
u
k00 ¼ ðkZF ; 0Þ, broken down into transfer to the unstable modes Tk;k
0 (black circles)
s
and Tk;k
0 (red crosses).
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FIG. 4. MðgkITG ; gkITG
00 Þ, which is an eigenmode-structure dependent component of
energy transfer. It is plotted for the mCBC parameter case with b ¼ 0% (black upward
triangles), b ¼ 0.25% (red downward triangles), b ¼ 0.5% (blue pluses), and
b ¼ 0.75% (magenta crosses) and as a function of zonal ﬂow wavenumber kZF.

Figure 4 plots MðgkITG ; gkITG
00 Þ for the mCBC at ky ¼ 0.2. The quantity MðgkITG ; gkITG
00 Þ monotonically decreases with kx, a fact that can be
related to the lower fraction of energy transfer to the unstable mode
compared with the stable mode at a higher zonal ﬂow wavenumber, as
observed in Fig. 3. The effects of b on this proxy and on the stable
mode fraction measured in the turbulence (Fig. 7, to be discussed later)
are both small but in the opposite direction. This could be due to frequency dependent effects or the approximations made.
Figure 5 sums @E=@tjNC [as deﬁned in Eq. (4)] over kx and plots
it as a function of ky. In a time average, the nonlinear energy transfer
balances @E=@tjNC , implying that the integral over ky in Fig. 5 sums to
zero and that energy moves from regions where @E=@tjNC > 0 to
regions where @E=@tjNC < 0. For reference, the linear growth rate
evaluated at kx ¼ 0 is included in the ﬁgure. These quantities have different units, and absolute magnitudes should not be compared. The
energy spectrum peak is downshifted compared to the growth rate
spectrum, which has been noted previously.52 From this, one might
intuitively assume that energy follows an inverse cascade to a smaller
toroidal wavenumber. However, we ﬁnd that the region around
ky ¼ 0.15 (where the ﬂuctuation spectrum peaks) does not receive

FIG. 5. Energy production/dissipation (black crosses), summed over kx as a function of ky. Growth rates at kx ¼ 0 (red circles) are shown for comparison. The
modes around ky ¼ 0.2 inject net energy into the turbulence, while above
kyqs ¼ 0.3, net dissipation is observed.
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energy via transfer from higher ky, i.e., from where the linear growth
rate peaks. Rather, it exports energy to higher ky. This indicates that
the downshift is not caused by energy transfer to those wavenumbers.
Nonzonal transfers are always much smaller than the zonal-wavenumber-mediated forward kx cascade.
Figure 6 shows the effective growth rate ceff [Eq. (5)] and c as
functions of ky for kx ¼ 0 and for high and low b. The comparison is
made for the mCBC, AUG, and JET test cases. Increasing b reduces
growth rates in all cases. In Fig. 6(a) for the mCBC, ceff closely tracks c
at low ky, while at higher ky, it is reduced and becomes negative. For
AUG in Fig. 6(b), ceff roughly tracks c for all ky in magnitude and
shape and is larger for a range of ky. The JET results in Fig. 6(c) are
similar to the mCBC trends. These cases show that stable modes can
be responsible for signiﬁcant dissipation at intermediate and higher ky.
D. Stable-mode effects in finite-b transport
While the above analyses describe how stable modes affect saturation and the nonlinear structure of the distribution function, one key
question remains to be addressed: Next, we investigate how heat ﬂux
levels are affected as a consequence.
The unstable mode fraction and transport weight introduced in
Sec. II B provide information on components of the heat ﬂux. Their
dependence on b can be examined to determine the role that stable
modes play in nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization. They are not
the only contributors to the ﬂux, as unstable mode fraction P(gNL,
gITG) [Eq. (1)] and P(UNL, UITG) exclude amplitude factors that can
scale with b, such as the effective growth rate ceff [Eq. (5)] or the triplet
correlation time sk;k0 [Eq. (9)], which will be investigated in here and
in Sec. III, respectively.
We ﬁrst consider measurements of the unstable mode fraction
P(gNL, gITG) and P(UNL, UITG) across a b scan for parameter sets corresponding to mCBC and discharges from AUG and JET. We note
that the fraction of ITG turbulence amplitudes associated with stable
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modes has been sampled selectively in previous studies,9,37,53 but no
systematic evaluation has been conducted. For the mCBC, the more
costly P(gNL, gITG) was measured and compared with the easier-toextract P(UNL, UITG); for AUG and JET, only P(UNL, UITG) was
measured.
Figure 7 shows unstable mode fraction P(gNL, gITG) and P(UNL,
UITG) as functions of ky and b for three parameter cases. In panel (a)
for the mCBC, the two projections give very similar values for ky
< 0.25, with P decreasing at higher wavenumbers more for the g projection than for the U projection. Both metrics show a similar slight
decrease with b, suggesting that for the variation with b, the U metric
is a reasonable proxy for P. The unstable-mode proportion is around
70% for the mCBC, consistent with the results of Ref. 53, and
decreases with ky, indicating that the stable-mode fraction accounts for
30% of the ﬂuctuating distribution at low ky and a higher fraction at
higher ky. In panel (b), the AUG scan is shown, indicating that the
unstable-mode proportion is higher, consistently around 90%. Again,
P decreases slightly with b. In panel (c), for the JET case, the stablemode fraction is considerably larger. It decreases from approximately
75% at ky ¼ 0.2 to around 50% above ky ¼ 0.5. While the stable-mode
fraction can vary considerably from case to case, the fraction increases
with b for all cases shown, although not very strongly. The low stablemode fraction in the AUG case is consistent with the results of
Fig. 6(b), where ceff and c closely track each other.
Ð
The heat ﬂux depends on the relative phases of v and v2 f dv,
which is a part of wk [Eq. (8)]. While net heat transport is generally
positive because its relaxation of the pressure gradient reduces the
instability drive, stable modes can cause negative contributions to
transport by modifying the transport cross phase.13 The effect of stable
modes on the cross phase is quantiﬁed by comparing wk measured
in the time-averaged nonlinear state, referred to here as wNL
k , with wk
calculated using the unstable eigenmode, referred to as wLIN
k . Figure 8
shows the weight at two b values as a function of ky for the three test
cases. Larger b reliably increases wLIN
k .

FIG. 6. Growth rate c (solid lines) and
effective growth rate ceff [Eq. (5)] (dashed
lines) as functions of ky for three of the
investigated cases. Symbols represent b
values, with black pluses for low b and
magenta circles for high b. Speciﬁcally,
the values of b/% are (a) 0.01, 0.75 for
the mCBC, (b) 0.81, 1.54 for AUG, and
0.001, 1.75 for JET.
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FIG. 7. Unstable mode fraction P(gNL,
gITG) (solid lines) and P(UNL, UITG)
(dashed lines) as functions of ky for the
investigated cases. Symbols represent
which b value was used, with black pluses
for low b and magenta circles for high b.
Speciﬁcally, the values of b/% are (a)
0.01, 0.75 for the mCBC (b) 0.81, 1.54 for
AUG, and 0.001, 1.75 for JET.

While stable modes have a signiﬁcant effect on both the projections and wk in the mCBC and JET cases, the relative change they
cause as b is varied is too weak to account for the large decrease in
heat ﬂux associated with nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization. In
Sec. III, we show that the triplet correlation time sk;k0 can produce
changes of the correct magnitude in the heat ﬂux.

accounting for the stable mode impact. This property is conﬁrmed in
this section via quasilinear transport analysis, which is ﬁrst introduced
and expanded to include a stable-mode correction in the form of the
triplet correlation time; subsequently, the improved model is applied
to the various parameter cases with some success.

III. ANALYSIS OF QUASILINEAR FLUX ESTIMATES

A. Background

With an improved understanding of ITG saturation physics, it
remains to be demonstrated that an improved prediction—using
reduced models—of nonlinear heat ﬂuxes at ﬁnite b is possible when

Quasilinear, mixing-length transport models use a semi-heuristic
method to predict transport from linear eigenmode properties. They
are known to underpredict nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization,

FIG. 8. Quasilinear weights wkLIN (solid
lines) and wkNL (dashed lines) as functions
of ky for the investigated cases. Symbols
represent which b value was used, with
black pluses for low b and magenta
circles for high b. Speciﬁcally, the values
of b/% are (a) 0.01, 0.75 for the mCBC
(b) 0.81, 1.54 for AUG, and 0.001, 1.75
for JET.
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but it has recently been demonstrated9 that a correction involving the
triplet correlation lifetime results in signiﬁcant improvement in the
mCBC parameter case. To determine how general the improvement
is, we compare the model with and without the triplet correlation lifetime in the present section. The model used here reads9
!
X wLIN ck
k
Qes
¼
C
(15)
xTi :
i
2
jsLIN
k;k0 jhk? i
k
The model has a calibration constant C in front of a sum of contributions of eigenmodes at wavenumbers k ¼ (0, ky). The phase information for transport is included in the quasilinear transport weight wLIN
k
[Eq. (8)]. The model also depends on growth rate ck, triplet correlation
2
time sLIN
k;k0 [Eq. (14)], and effective wavenumber hk? i. The latter is
given by53,54
*
+
k2y 1 þ ½g xy þ ^s h0 ðkx Þg xx 2
2
hk? i ¼
;
(16)
g xx
where gxy and gxx are metric coefﬁcients, h0(kx) is the extended ballooning angle at the low-ﬁeld side for a given kx, and the average hAi
is deﬁned as
ð 3p
AjUj2 dh
3p
hAi ¼ ð 3p
:
(17)
jUj2 dh
3p

Note that, as mentioned before, the quantity sk;k0 is evaluated for interactions involving the dominant zonal ﬂow, thus ﬁxing k0 and circumventing the need to sum over a large number of k0 .
The average only includes a single connected radial wavenumber
on each side, which corresponds to the integral at the ballooning angle
from 3p to 3p. If larger ranges are used, the tails at large jhj can have
artiﬁcial effects on hk2? i, as electrons form a radially narrow structure
at the resonant surface, which corresponds to an extended structure at
the ballooning angle.55,56 Several effects (e.g., nonlinear broadening)
prevent this from appearing in nonlinear simulations.
Here, we only compare electrostatic ion heat ﬂux, as it is the primary channel of heat ﬂux caused by ITG turbulence. This is also
because other transport channels could have a much stronger dependence on other b effects, as, for example, stable microtearing modes
can be excited by ITG turbulence which greatly increase electromagnetic electron heat transport.10
Before reporting results based on the above model, we investigate
how different approaches to computing the average hAi perform with
respect to capturing the relevant physics. First, added radial hyperdiffusion57 can be used to erode the tails in ballooning space. However,
the required diffusion coefﬁcients signiﬁcantly affect mode properties
such as growth rates and do not produce unique hk2? i values. Another
approach is to censor the rational surface, by replacing the U peak centered around the rational surface with an interpolation from either
side. The result is still dominated by the tails. A third strategy is to ﬁt a
Gaussian to the eigenmode structure, similar to the ballooning treatment in QuaLiKiz,58,59 which produces an unambiguous hk2? i value
but does not capture previously noted mode broadening effects with b.
Evaluating the effective wavenumber with the U4 moment instead of
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the U2 moment produces unambiguous results. This yields almost
identical results to calculating the effective wavenumber after artiﬁcially truncating the mode to only include one connection. As the latter approach is a community standard, it is also the method used in
the analyses below.
Quasilinear models typically treat multiple unstable eigenmodes
at a wavenumber by summing over their ﬂux contributions.53 The
choice of what values to use in sLIN
k;k0 complicates this, especially given
that some instabilities do not saturate through coupling to zonal ﬂows.
The AUG case has a MT instability which contributes less than 10% to
LIN
Qes
i in the quasilinear model without sk;k0 . The amplitude of the MT
mode was measured in the turbulence using techniques described in
Sec. II and was only excited to, on average, several percent, when the
ITG represented 90% of the turbulence. The electrostatic, no-fast-ion
case of the JET 75225 discharge had an ion-frequency, tearing-parity
mode which contributed only several percent to quasilinear predictions. Because of the relatively minor contributions of subdominant,
non-ITG eigenmodes seen in the present cases, and the ambiguous
nature of applying the sLIN
k;k0 factor to them, the quasilinear model used
here neglects their contributions. Because nonlinearly enhanced electromagnetic stabilization is much stronger than a 10% effect, this
approach is satisfactory in evaluating the performance of the quasilinear model at ﬁnite-b.
Note that in some Refs. 9 and 53, wLIN
is normalized with the ion
k
density ni instead of U as in Eq. (12) or Ref. 14, which yield identical
results when an adiabatic electron response is assumed. The use of U2
here was chosen to have more applicable results to the majority of quasilinear transport predictions. Other energy-like quantities for spectral
weight and ﬂux normalization are possible; however, accurate transport predictions require that the linear proxies for these quantities
reﬂect the nonlinear results. At high b, terms corresponding to Ak
could be required, and the energy [see Eq. (3)] would be a natural way
to include both components of U and Ak . However, free energy is
dominated by the f 2/F0 term,60 which may not be desirable as it may
worsen transport predictions in parameter regions where the U case
sufﬁces.
For quasilinear models to produce quantitatively accurate transport predictions, key aspects of saturation must not change as parameters are varied. More speciﬁcally, energy transfer channels and
dissipation by stable modes should not change. As detailed in Secs.
II B and II C, this assumption is valid for typical b scans as long as the
nonlinear efﬁciency sLIN
k;k0 is accounted for. Hereafter, we will only use
the linear proxy sLIN
k;k0 and will drop the superscript.
B. Case studies
In the present section, we compare the transport estimates from
the quasilinear model with and without sk;k0 for six parameter cases. In
all cases but one, the addition of sk;k0 reduces the difference between
the quasilinear prediction and the true ﬂux. The improvement
!
s
jQes
i  QL j
1  es
100%;
(18)
jQi  QLj
where QL is the prediction using the model without sk;k0 and QLs
includes sk;k0 , which is usually around 50% but varies between the
cases. We also break down the contributions of the different factors in
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the quasilinear model to examine which are the most important factors in nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization.
Equation (15) describes a standard quasilinear model modiﬁed to
include the element of saturation physics which changes most strongly
with b, the triplet correlation time sk;k0 . The choice of k 0 can be narrowed down to the mode usually responsible for the most energy
transfer. For the mCBC, the ﬁrst three zonal wavenumbers transport
the most energy, of which kx ¼ 0.1 is chosen as a typical value, and is
used in all cases, noting that the several longest zonal ﬂow wavelengths
produced similar b scalings for sk;k0 . It is possible to tailor the characteristic k 0 as a function of both ky and the parameter set, which could
be expected to produce more accurate transport estimates. However,
this requires at least one nonlinear simulation per region of parameter
space, lessening the advantages of quasilinear modeling.
Nonlinear and quasilinear results for transport in the mCBC
parameter case are shown in Fig. 9. Increasing b from 0.01% to 0.75%
reduces ﬂux by 95%, while the quasilinear model without sk;k0 only
predicts a 50% reduction. Owing to the change with b of the nonlinear
transfer efﬁciency, the model with sk;k0 captures a 75% reduction,
2
which is less than the reduction presented in Ref. 9, because Qes
i =U
es
2
increases with b, while Qi =ni does not. Some under-prediction of stabilization is to be expected because this model does not include the
increased stable mode excitation, discussed in Secs. II C and II D,
which reduces ﬂux and saturated amplitudes further. Note that typical
statistical error bars for the nonlinear ﬂuxes are typically around 10%
for this and the subsequent cases.
Figure 10 shows turbulent ﬂux and quasilinear predictions for
the AUG, QA, and CMOD cases. In each, b nonlinearly reduces transport by around half. The quasilinear model without sLIN
k;k0 overpredicts
transport in all cases, capturing only between 10% (AUG) and 50%
(CMOD) of the transport reduction due to electromagnetic stabilization. The quasilinear transport reduction is improved in each case
with sLIN
k;k0 . The difference between the quasilinear model and true ﬂux
is reduced between half-fold in the AUG case and completely in the
CMOD case.
Figure 11 shows transport and quasilinear predictions with and
without fast ions and electromagnetic effects for the JET 75225 and
73224 cases. For the 75225 case, quasilinear ﬂux without the sk;k0

FIG. 9. Transport and quasilinear estimates for mCBC
as a function of
Pparameters
wk ck
b. Heat ﬂux:PQes
k hk 2 i (orange). Quasilinear
i (blue). Quasilinear without s : C1
wk ck
?
with s : C2 k js 0 jhk 2 i (red).
k;k

?;m
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FIG. 10. Transport and quasilinear estimates for (a) AUG, (b) QA,
(c) CMOD
P and
wk ck
cases. Heat ﬂux: Qes
k hk 2 i (orange).
i P(blue). Quasilinear without s : C1
wk ck
?
Quasilinear with s : C2 k js 0 jhk 2 i (red).
k;k

?

factor underpredicts the transport reduction for fast ions, electromagnetic effects, and the combination. The sk;k0 factor improves the accuracy for all of these situations.
With the 73224 case, fast ions reduce transport, but both quasilinear models overpredict this reduction at b  0. Unlike the other
cases, ﬁnite b increases transport when only thermal species are
included, which is also not well-captured in either quasilinear model.
A parameter case which is slightly modiﬁed from the 73224 one used
here, including a different safety factor, has largely different saturation
physics because of a toroidal Alfven eigenmode.25 This could explain
the failure of quasilinear models for that case. However, the combination of both fast ions and electromagnetic effects results in a nearly
complete reduction in transport, which is approximately predicted by
the quasilinear model without sk;k0 and very closely predicted by the
model with it.
An advantage of a reduced model like Eq. (15) is that reduced
models allow the transport reduction to be attributed to speciﬁc physical mechanisms. Table IV shows the percent change in the quasilinear
ﬂux estimate due to the effect of b on the various factors for the cases
where the quasilinear ﬂux accurately predicted the transport reduction
with b. The quasilinear transport weight increases with b and generally
opposes the transport reduction. The strongest contributors to stabilization are decreasing c and increasing sk;k0 . The mode width

FIG. 11. JET case: (a) 75225 and (b) 73224. electrostatic (ES) is for b  0, while electroes
magnetic (EM) is for b ¼
6 0.PFP indicates the presence of fast ions. Heat
P ﬂux: Qcki (blue).
Quasilinear without s : C1 k whkk2cki (orange). Quasilinear with s : C2 k js w0kjhk
2 i (red).
?

k;k

?
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TABLE IV. For each parameter case: the percent change of the quasilinear transport
prediction of ﬂux between the low- and high-b cases due to various factors. They are
as follows: growth rate c, quasilinear transport weight wk, mode width hk?2 i, and triplet correlation time sk;k 0 . This is calculated by substituting just the high-b factor of
interest into the formula for the otherwise low-b case. Because the spectrum can
change, the total reduction is not exactly equal to the product of reductions due to
each factor.

Parameter case

c (%)

wk (%)

hk2? i (%)

sk;k0 (%)

mCBC
AUG
CMOD
QA
JET 75225 NOFP

50
35
35
20
50

þ20
þ50
þ15
þ10
0

20
5
5
0
10

45
15
35
25
55

broadening, captured with hk2? i, only played a small part in the transport reduction in all cases. Thus, the claim is justiﬁed that nonlinear
electromagnetic stabilization, on top of (quasi-)linear stabilization,
occurs in large part due to enhanced energy transfer to stable eigenmodes as captured by the triplet correlation time s.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The saturation physics of ITG turbulence at ﬁnite b has been
described using multiple diagnostics, revealing the details of the role of
stable eigenmodes.
Energy transfer analysis shows that, as in the zero-b case, ITG
saturates by transfer of energy to stable modes through coupling with
zonal ﬂows. Because they absorb little energy, the zonal ﬂows effectively catalyze energy transfer to higher kx  1.2, with stable eigenmodes removing a large fraction of the injected energy by the time it
reaches the upper wavenumber bound on the instability range. Energy
transfer over the spectrum of zonal ﬂows was measured, showing that
zonal ﬂows in the low-wavenumber range kx < 0.2 are involved in
most of the energy transfer. At the very lowest kx, zonal ﬂows transfer
energy primarily to the unstable eigenmode at higher kx, while
throughout the remainder of the kx range, energy transfer to the stable
branch becomes more important. Energy transfers that excite the
zonal modes themselves were also investigated, showing that they are
small in the quasi-stationary state compared to transfer going to the
stable modes. Transfer to the ky ¼ 0 component of U relative to the
ky ¼ 0 component of the pressure increases with b.
The fraction of the turbulent mode structure described by the
unstable mode was measured for a variety of parameter cases, showing
that it depends on the input parameters, including b and ky. Stablemode excitation levels vary considerably between investigated parameter cases, implying that other parameters not varied in the b scans performed here, such as geometry or collisionality, can have a strong
effect on stable mode excitation. In each parameter case, b decreases
the unstable mode fraction. However, this effect was relatively minor,
accounting for changes in transport on the order of 5%.
Stable-mode effects on energy production were determined by
comparing a normalized energy production rate in the turbulence to
the linear growth rate, i.e., the rate of production due to the unstable
mode alone. At higher wavenumbers, stable modes can outpace energy
production, causing net energy dissipation. At lower wavenumbers,
however, stable modes can even increase energy production, an effect
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that requires a favorable change in the phase relation of the drive term
compared to that of the unstable eigenmode.
The impact of stable modes on the heat ﬂux were investigated and
2
found to reduce the quasilinear weight wk ¼ Qes
i =U , a measure of the
cross phase. Boosting b moderately increases the quasilinear weight wk.
While ﬁnite b increases the fraction of stable modes in the turbulence and reduces energy production, these effects together are insufﬁcient to explain the falloff of the heat ﬂux with b that occurs in
nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization. This led to the consideration
of the triplet correlation time, which—because it determines the efﬁciency of nonlinear transfer—affects ﬂuctuation levels and transport
rates. The inverse triplet correlation time is a multiplicative correction
factor to the quasilinear ﬂux in standard closures of the transport correlation. It can be included straightforwardly as a physics-based modiﬁcation to the quasilinear transport model by scaling ﬂux inversely
with a linear triplet correlation lifetime sk;k0 . In ﬁve parameter cases of
the six investigated now, a standard quasilinear model underpredicts
the reduction of transport with b. The inclusion of the triplet correlation time uniformly improves accuracy, in most cases signiﬁcantly so.
However, not the entire b variation across all parameter cases is
accounted for by the effects considered herein, and future work is
needed to address variability in nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization
over parameter cases representing plasmas in different devices.
This study represents a highly detailed analysis of the energetics of
saturation physics. It conﬁrms the importance of stable modes in saturation and extends to high b the regimes where stable modes are known
to be important. Nonlinear electromagnetic stabilization is shown to be
a situation where the nonlinear physics of stable mode coupling must be
included in transport modeling since the enhancement of the effect
leads to observable consequences on transport. An effort is presently
under way to include a s correction in a quasilinear code.
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APPENDIX: COUPING COEFFICIENT PROXY
Here, we sketch a linear proxy relating to stable mode excitation mechanisms and compare to the energy transfer rates and stable mode proportions. Like s, this quantity can be referred to as an
efﬁciency; however, the two should not be mistaken as this is an
efﬁciency based off of the eigenmode structure and s is an efﬁciency
due to frequency matching. The transfer of pressure energy (g2/
F0) to an eigenmode gkev at k ¼ (kZF, ky) due to the nonlinear interaction of zonal ﬂow Uk0 at k 0 ¼ ðkZF ; 0Þ and the distribution function described by the ITG mode gkITG
at k00 ¼ ð0; ky Þ is
00
ð

ev
1
 k0 g ITG
gkev U
F
dvdz
;
(A1)
Tk;k
0  <e
00
k
0
where gkev could be an unstable or stable mode. For the purposes
 k0 with Uk0 and take it to be constant in z.
here, we approximate U
The amplitude information can be factored out, producing
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ev
Tk;k
0

 <e

" ð
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!
#
gkev gkITG
Uk0
00
1
F0 dvdz
kg ev kjUk0 jkgkITG
00 k;
kgkev k kgkITG
jUk0 j k
00 k
(A2)

where k  k is the energy norm. The real part can then be written in
polar representation, with Mðgkev ; gkITG
00 Þ as its magnitude and hk;k0 as
the complex phase
ev
ev ITG
Tk;k
; gk00 Þ cos ðhk;k0 Þkgkev kkgkITG
0  Mðgk
00 kjUk0 j;

(A3)

 ð ev

 gk

gkITG
00
1

:
dvdz
F
Mðgkev ; gkITG
00 Þ ¼
0
 kg ev k kg ITG

k
k00 k

(A4)

where

Energy transfer to a speciﬁc eigenmode scales with
Mðgkev ; gkITG
00 Þ, which can be calculated from the linear modes alone.
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